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An open question in the field of relativistic quantum information is how parties in arbitrary motion may
distribute and store quantum entanglement. We propose a scheme for storing quantum information in the
field modes of cavities moving in flat space-time and analyze it in a quantum field theoretical framework.
In contrast with previous work that found entanglement degradation between observers moving with
uniform acceleration, we find the quantum information in such systems is protected. We further discuss a
method for establishing the entanglement in the first place and show that in principle it is always possible
to produce maximally entangled states between the cavities.
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In the emerging field of relativistic quantum informa-
tion, space-time and relativistic effects are incorporated
into the question of how to process information using
quantum systems. The fact that nature is both quantum
and relativistic, and that many realistic implementations of
quantum information involve relativistic systems, has mo-
tivated the development of this research field [1]. A key
step is to find suitable ways to distribute and store quantum
entanglement in relativistic scenarios. Entanglement is an
essential resource for most quantum information protocols
[2]. Proposals need to be studied in a fully quantum field
theoretical framework. In this way we can find rigorous
theoretical upper bounds on the quality of entanglement
that can be shared between observers in arbitrary motion.
In this Letter we show that, within the framework of
quantum field theory, there is no upper bound on the
entanglement that can be shared between an inertial and
a uniformly accelerating observer. This is in contrast to
previous studies on the effects of uniform acceleration on
entanglement which show that the entanglement is de-
graded from the perspective of accelerating observers.
These studies include entanglement between free fields
[3] and entanglement between atoms [4]. This degradation
of entanglement is usually attributed to the Unruh effect,
where a uniformly accelerating observer will perceive the
Minkowski vacuum as being populated with a thermal
distribution of particles [5]. Alsing and Milburn [6] intro-
duced the idea of using moving cavities to store quantum
information and concluded that any attempt to implement a
teleportation protocol in noninertial frames would be ham-
pered by the presence of Unruh radiation. Unfortunately,
only free field modes were explicitly used in their calcu-
lation as pointed out by Schutzhold and Unruh [7].
Here we reconsider the idea of using moving cavities in
space-time to store quantum information including the
boundary conditions necessary to describe the field inside
the cavities. When such boundary conditions are taken into
account, it becomes clear that the cavity walls protect the
entanglement once it has been created. Furthermore, we
show that entangling an inertial and a noninertial cavity is
nontrivial but that it can always be achieved in principle.
Thus we demonstrate that there is no theoretical upper
bound to the quality of the entanglement that can be shared
between an inertial and uniformly accelerated observer.
Throughout this Letter, we work in natural units c¼@¼1.
We consider an observer, called Alice, stationary in
Minkowski coordinates (t, x) who holds a cavity. Alice
will encode quantum information in a massless scalar field
contained within the cavity’s walls which are described
by two mirrors, one at x1 and the other at x2 with
jx2  x1j ¼ L.
The dynamics of the field inside the cavity is given by
the Klein-Gordon equation, grr ¼ 0, where g is
the metric tensor and r is a covariant derivative. The
perfectly reflecting mirrors impose Dirichlet boundary
conditions on the field which is set to vanish on the
boundary. The solutions to the equation are given by plane
waves,
unðt; xÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffinp sin

n
L
½x x1

eðin=LÞt;
and the quantum field contained within the cavity walls is
^Aðt; xÞ ¼ Pn½unðt; xÞa^n þ unðt; xÞa^yn  where a^yn and a^n
are creation and annihilation operators with ½a^n; a^yn0  ¼
n;n0 . The Minkowski vacuum state is defined by
a^nj0iA ¼ 08n where the subscript A indicates that these
are states in Alice’s inertial cavity. We also consider an
observer moving with uniform acceleration named Rob.
Rob is also in possession of a cavity which, in this case, is
described by uniformly accelerating boundary conditions.
Suitable coordinates (, ) for uniform acceleration are
called Rindler coordinates and are defined by the trans-
formation,
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t ¼ a1ea sinhðaÞ; x ¼ a1ea coshðaÞ: (1)
The coordinates cover only a portion of Minkowski space-
time known as the right Rindler wedge which is bounded
by a causal horizon. If we consider Rob to be stationary in
Rindler coordinates with constant spatial location  ¼ 1
for all , his trajectory in Minkowski coordinates is given
by x1ðtÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t2 þ X21
q
, where X1 ¼ a1ea1 . Furthermore,
Rob’s proper acceleration is given by  ¼ X11 . Without
loss of generality, we will choose 1 ¼ 0 which will result
in the proper acceleration being equal to the parameter a.
The uniformly accelerating cavity will consist of two
mirrors, stationary with respect to Rob, one at 1 and the
other at 2. We choose Alice and Rob to meet at t ¼ 0with
their mirrors aligned as shown in Fig. 1. This fixes the
position of Alice’s cavity to be x1 ¼ X1. It also fixes the
length of Rob’s cavity at t ¼ 0 to be X2  X1 ¼ L.
The length of Rob’s cavity in Rindler coordinates will
therefore be L0 ¼ 1a lnð1þ aLÞ for all t, which is a constant
for fixed values of the kinematical parameter a.
We now need to solve the Klein-Gordon equation with
the uniformly accelerated boundary conditions described
above. This equation can be solved in either Minkowski or
Rindler coordinates. Solving the Klein-Gordon equation
between Rob’s mirrors using Minkowski coordinates
would allow us to describe particles which are positive
energy excitations with respect to Minkowski time, that is
we would be able to describe the particle content in the
cavity as seen by an inertial observer moving through the
cavity. However, we are interested in describing the parti-
cle content in the cavity as seen by Rob, who moves along
the cavity’s trajectory making measurements and other
quantum operations on the field. In this case, the boundary
conditions ½; 1 ¼ ½; 2 ¼ 0 are time independent
since the length L0 is a constant. The equation can be
solved immediately due to its conformal invariance. The
solutions take the usual form,
vnð; Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffinp sin

n
L0


eðin=L0Þ;
where n ¼ 1; 2; . . . Therefore, the quantum field inside the
cavity from Rob’s perspective is given by ^Rð; Þ ¼P
n½vnð; Þb^n þ vnð; Þb^yn  where b^yn and b^n are
once more creation and annihilation operators with
½b^n; b^yn0  ¼ n;n0 . The ground state, in this case, is defined
by b^nj0iR ¼ 0; 8 n where the subscript R indicates that
these are states in a Rindler cavity. Note that the Rindler
coordinates completely cover the region inside the cavity
and that the horizon in Rindler coordinates always lies
outside the cavity for all values of a. We assume the
cavity’s mirrors to be perfectly reflecting therefore, if
Rob prepares his cavity in a given Rindler state, it will
remain in such state for all times [8]. This is in agreement
with Schutzhold and Unruh’s [7] comment concerning how
the cavity protects the state from Unruh radiation.
Before we introduce our proposal to entangle the field
modes within the inertial and noninertial cavities, we
would like to mention that using cavities has the clear
advantage that once the state has been produced, there is
no degradation of entanglement due to the Unruh effect.
This is in stark contrast with recent proposals of encoding
quantum information in the states of two atoms, one of
them being noninertial [4], as well as free fields [3] and the
cavities of Alsing and Milburn [6]. Assume that we are
able to prepare a maximally entangled state between the
two cavities such as
ji ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2
p ðj0iAj1niR þ j1miAj0iRÞ; (2)
where j1niR ¼ b^yn j0iR is a single Rindler particle state in
Rob’s cavity with frequency ! ¼ n=L0 and similarly, the
state j1miA is a single Minkowski particle state in Alice’s
cavity with frequency ! ¼ m=L. The time evolution of
this joint state can be calculated using the Hamiltonians
governing the fields in each cavity. If we calculate the
von Neumann entropy defined as Eð	rÞ¼Tr½	r logð	rÞ
where 	r is the reduced density matrix of either Alice or
Rob, we find that the entanglement of this state is maximal
at all times. Most importantly, the portion of the entangled
state inside Rob’s cavity is localized away from the Unruh
horizon and is defined with respect to Rob’s notion of
particle; hence, he always has full access to the information
contained in it. Once the state has been prepared, Alice and
Rob will be able to exploit the full entanglement in the
FIG. 1. Alice and Rob’s mirrors align as Rob’s cavity comes to
rest at t ¼ 0. The vertical lines labeled x1 and x2 are Alice’s
mirrors, the curved lines labeled 1 and 2 are Rob’s accelerat-
ing mirrors. The dotted line is the atom trajectory with short
horizontal lines labelling ta where the atom moves in and out
of alignment with Rob’s cavity. The dashed line represents the
causal horizon in Rindler coordinates.
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state. The key difference between this and the free field
situation is that instead of having entanglement between
two Minkowski modes, here we have entanglement be-
tween a Rindler and a Minkowski mode. In our scenario,
it seems natural for Rob to prepare his cavity in a Rindler
state while Alice prepares her cavity in a Minkowski state.
In the free field situation this would be infeasible.
We now introduce our scheme for entangling the
Minkowski field modes contained in the inertial cavity
and the Rindler modes contained in the noninertial cavity,
demonstrating how our ability to do this depends on Rob’s
proper acceleration. A common proposal for producing
entangled states between the field modes of two cavities
involves the interaction with a single atom moving through
the cavities. Such proposals have already been experimen-
tally realized [9]. Unfortunately, in most cases, these
schemes are extremely sensitive to small variations in the
parameters of the interaction. However, Browne and Plenio
[10] have proposed a nondeterministic scheme which is
robust for a wide range of effective interaction times. The
setup is as follows: a two-level atom is prepared in its
excited state and passed through two cavities which are
prepared in their ground states. The atom is subsequently
measured. If the atom is found in its ground state, the atom
must have emitted a photon into one of the cavities and
hence, they are in an entangled superposition. In order to
make this protocol near-deterministic, Alice and Bob can
attempt it simultaneously on many systems, keeping only
those that succeed. Here we generalize this scenario to the
situation where one of the cavities is uniformly accelerat-
ing. Figure 2 shows the situation at t ¼ 0 when the two
cavities are aligned. The interaction between the atom and
the field is modeled using the Unruh-DeWitt detector [11].
Initially the atom is in its excited state and the cavities in
the ground state with respect to the coordinate system of
their corresponding owner. After the interaction and sub-
sequent projection onto the ground state of the atom, the
state of the field, in first order perturbation theory is given
by [12],
ji ¼ i
Z
mð
ÞfAð
Þ^A½xð
Þ þ Rð
Þ^R½xð
Þgd
j0i
were mð
Þ ¼ ðþei
 þ H:c:Þ is the monopole operator
for the detector and j0i ¼ j0iAj0iR. The functions Að
Þ
and Rð
Þ model the effective interaction time as the atom
passes through the length of Alice’s and Rob’s cavity in the
y direction. The  are raising and lowering operators for
the atom which has an energy level spacing given by @.
Here 
 is the proper time for the atom and xð
Þ are the
coordinates of its trajectory parameterized by its proper
time. We consider an atom trajectory which will pass
straight through the center of the stationary cavity, passing
through the center point of the accelerating cavity as the
cavities become aligned at t ¼ 0. Note that the atom
interacts with the value of the field along its trajectory;
therefore, the interaction will change as the atom moves
closer to the walls of the accelerating cavity. In Minkowski
coordinates the atom’s trajectory is given by xð
Þ ¼
ðtð
Þ; xð
ÞÞ ¼ ð
; XÞ where X ¼ x1 þ L=2 is the spatial
location of the atom. From the Rindler perspective the
trajectory is,
ðð
Þ; ð
ÞÞ ¼

1
a
artanh



X

;
1
a
lnða
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X2  
2
p
Þ

:
Note we have suppressed the motion of the atom in the y
direction as this is taken into account by the switching
function ð
Þ.
The final state of the cavities can be expressed as,
ji ¼X
n
½IAðnÞa^yn þ IRðnÞb^yn j0iAj0iR:
For spherical mirrors commonly used in experiments,
the modes in the y direction are effectively Gaussian.
Therefore, the effective coupling function will be modeled
by a Gaussian-like function Að
Þ ¼ e½ð
tAÞ2=W2, where
W depends on both the cavity geometry and the atom
velocity in the y direction. The atom passes through the
center of Alice’s cavity at 
 ¼ tA and we obtain the closed
form solution,
IAðnÞ ¼  iWffiffiffinp sin

n
2

exp


2W2
4
þ itA

where  ¼ nL . This is the probability amplitude for
finding a particle in Alice’s cavity with frequency n=L.
We observe that it is maximum for a particle in resonance
with the atom frequency and it decays exponentially for
off resonant frequencies.
We use the same Gaussian switching function for Rob’s
cavity but with two modifications. The Gaussian is cen-
tered on 
 ¼ 0 and goes to zero when the cavity becomes
completely unaligned with the atom at ta, see Fig. 2.
To achieve this we set Rð
Þ ¼  exp½ ðtaartanh½
=taÞ2W2 ,
where ta ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L=aþ 14L2
q
. Note that in the limit a! 0,
Rð
Þ ! eð
2=W2Þ. With these considerations we find
that,
IRðnÞ ¼  iffiffiffiffiffiffiffinp
Z ta
ta
d
 sin

n
L0
ð
Þ

 exp

ðtaartanh½


ta
Þ2
W2
þ in
L0
ð
Þ  i


:
(3)FIG. 2 (color online). Entangling two cavities.
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Note that in the limit a! 0 we obtain IRðnÞ ! IAðnÞeitA .
This implies the probability of finding the photon in either
Rob’s cavity or Alice’s cavity will be equal; hence, the
state produced will be maximally entangled. In contrast to
this, in the limit a! 1, we obtain IRðnÞ ! 0 where the
probability of finding the photon in Rob’s cavity vanishes
and the state prepared is completely separable. We evaluate
the integral IRðnÞ numerically and then estimate the
von Neumann entropy of the state after the interaction.
We choose L to be on the order of 10 cm and W on the
order of 107 s. We find that for a ¼ 0 the state is maxi-
mally entangled and the entanglement decreases with the
acceleration, vanishing in the limit a! 1 as seen in Fig. 3.
Note that, interestingly, the dependence of entanglement
with acceleration is qualitatively similar to the degradation
of entanglement for free fields due to the Unruh effect [6].
However, in our analysis, the entanglement decreases not
because of the loss of information in the Rindler horizon
but because our ability to entangle the cavities is reduced
by the cavity’s acceleration. It appears that as acceleration
grows the modes inside the cavity become increasingly
detuned from the atom reducing its probability of emission.
However, Alice and Rob can correct for this effect
by measuring Rob’s acceleration and adjusting the parame-
ter L accordingly. As the length L is changed Alice’s
cavity is brought off resonance while Rob’s cavity is
brought back closer to resonance. In Fig. 4 we consider
a ¼ 8 1033 ms2 and show that as L increases the en-
tanglement produced rises up to unity. This shows that it is
always possible to create and store a maximally entangled
state for any finite acceleration; however, the probability of
success will decrease with increasing acceleration [13].
Here we have considered cavities with perfect mirrors. If
the noninertial cavity is considered leaky, some Unruh
radiation would couple to the field inside the cavity. We
have also restricted to the scalar field. In order to consider
the possibility of effects from polarization the monopole
atom we considered would need to be replaced by a full
dipole. In this idealized limit of perfect cavities and scalar
field we have shown that there is no bound to the entangle-
ment which can be shared between inertial and noninertial
observers.
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FIG. 3. Entanglement as a function of Rob’s acceleration.
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FIG. 4. Entanglement as a function of L for a ¼
8 1033 ms2.
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